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It is not the strongest of the species that survive, nor the most 
intelligent. It is the one most adaptable to change. 

- CHARLES DARWIN 
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Part 3 - The global psycho-socio-economic problem:  
 
Dealing with an alternative belief requires ʻneural re-wiringʼ and thus a higher glucose-energy 
consumption rate (an increased level of ʻNeurogenesisʼ activity), so guess what we avoid ….  
Thatʼs right, we avoid challenging our beliefs and default to expending our energy on making 
any new belief wrong or irrelevant, i.e. of no consequence to us personally, because itʼs 
neurologically easier. (We are in many ways designed to remain in ʻIgnorant blissʼ).  
With our brain constituting only 5% of body mass, but consuming 20% of the energy our bodies 
generate, it is an expensive organ to run and maintain in the human system…. Basically, 
dealing with ʻthreatsʼ requires we find food to replace the energy being consumed by the brain, 
in the act of dealing with those threats – quid pro quo – itʼs safer and easier to avoid anything 
threatening in the first place (Snake or opinion), deny itʼs a problem or argue against the threat 
….. but thereʼs only so long you can dismiss real danger before itʼs too late.  

Self-serving me. 
 
To reiterate points loosely touched on in part 1 and alluded to in part 2; where we are 
ʻcontrolledʼ, we become pre-conditioned to remain controlled. This can be associated to the 
neural process known today as ʻNeurogenesisʼ; the growth of new neurones and synaptic 
connections, stimulated by our sensory experience of the world.  
 
When our senses are stimulated, in positive or negative ways, like the Rhesus monkeys 
positive visual stimulus (available food) and negative tactile stimulus (contact with cold 
water), the ʻstem-cellʼ like cells in the brain (neural stem and progenitor cells), ʻgrowʼ new 
neurones, which migrate small distances to replace older cells which die off.  
 
The new neurone integrates into the existing neural net of dendritic synaptic connections, 

ensuring we have the ʻlatest viewʼ of the 
world around us, while retaining roughly 
the same brain mass. In this way our 
brain ʻlearnsʼ (reflects Emotional 
Environmental Experience - EEE©), 
while operating within the parameters 
our prior experience dictates as ʻnormalʼ.  
 
 
 

In entirely unique conditions, itʼs probable that the rate of 
growth increases and the extent to which we change our 
neural-world view is affected. 
 
A ʻuniqueʼ condition, might be ʻSignificant head traumaʼ 
where key functions are disabled, but over time, return.  
This process is also known as ʻNeuro-plasticityʼ.  
 
Such adaptive capabilities are possible, because the brain 
can grow new connections and re-wire itself, to react to its 
ʻprevailing conditionsʼ. This process is on going. i.e. it never stops in day-to-day life.  
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Automatic Adaption doesnʼt necessarily equate to ʻContinuous Improvementʼ, but it does 
equal ʻContinuous Adjustmentʼ. Perhaps something to consider in organisational design?  
 
Through this mechanism, humans come to know what they can and canʼt change, 
Physically, Emotionally and Socially (PES©).  
 
However, when our conditions change in only one dimension, for example, physically (P), 
but not socially(S) or emotionally(E), we can often be slow to adapt and react in favour of the 
change.  
 
Anyone exposed to a ʻLeanʼ or ʻChangeʼ program, focused on the creation of production 
cells, new layoutʼs and the implementation of ʻtoolsʼ and Visual management techniques, 
without experiencing a change in control systems / target setting methods / management 
mindset or corporate philosophy will be able to understand this issue intuitively. 
 
You may be told the company is changing, but apart from a few new faces re-arranging 
machinery or consolidating paperwork, everything else seems to remain constant – what we 
are told conflicts with what we ʻsenseʼ. 
 
In such conditions, if a physical change is made and the socio-psychological conditions fail 
to support / align with it, we will most likely react to oppose or deny the change, as it wonʼt 
ʻFitʼ into our world-view (Neural construct). 
 
This has historically been recognised in Elizabeth Kubler Rossʼ Grief Cycle (Ross 1969) – 
simplified as 1.Denial 2. Resistance 3. Investigation 4. Commitment - subsequently 
associated to and integrated with Blake and Moutonʼs managerial grid (Blake 1964), & 
Hersey and Blanchardʼs ʻSituational Leadershipʼ and related Team ʻMaturityʼ models (all 2x2 
matrices) (Hersey P. 1975). 
 
Such a ʻDenialʼ based opposition to ʻchangeʼ or indeed, to anything ʻNewʼ is the primary 
ʻdefault positionʼ of anyone who has stopped believing they can have any effect over their 
own situation and outcomes. (Such as when they are ʻsystematically controlledʼ). 
 
In such conditions of ʻself-limiting-beliefʼ, we stop trying to make our world better (including 
our work environment), just like Seligmanʼs dogs. 
 
Under intense social fear based rules as Mehri describes in Japan, the capacity to innovate 
is massively impacted, leading to the need to copy innovation from less repressive cultures. 
 
Neurologically and psychologically, Dariusʼ social observations appear to ʻstack upʼ and 
confirm the science and theory surrounding neuroscience and psychology today.
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Viktor Frankl, in ‘Man’s Search 
for Meaning’ (Frankl 1946) uncovers 
the reach this principle has.  
 
He provides a shocking account of how 
educated, powerful and successful men 
and women rapidly acclimatised to life in a 
concentration camp. 
 
Typically the transition occurred within a 
matter of hours or days, if they survived the 
first hour and the arbitrary selection 
process that saw them chosen for the Gas 
chamber or the work squad. In surviving 
this, it allowed sufficient time & experience 
for a horrific reality to dawn. 
 

Of course, this is an extreme example at the dark end of a sliding scale of humanity.  
 
However, all acts of ʻControlʼ feature on this scale in one way or another, utilising the 
same principles. Leaders in various sectors construct social environments, which use 
logical and emotional systems to control followers. This is typically done to attain 
financial wealth for themselves and / or the organisation (D1). Decisions are often 
made before leaders consider ʻbenefit to othersʼ Physically, Emotionally or Socially or 
in relation to the remaining motivational drives (D2, D3, D4). 
 
In these conditions humans remain ʻwilfully blindʼ to a multitude of issues caused by 
actions, which are detrimental to the outcomes we ʻsayʼ we desire, purely because it 
is too challenging to do so. 
 
__________________________________ 
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The Depths of this problem: systematically imposed control  

(Mura, Muri - the 8th Waste) 
 
When we use technology and policy to measure the 
performance of adult mammals at work, against an 
outcome prediction they cannot associate to, we run 
the risk of creating conditions in which the average 
human will subconsciously react negatively.  
 
In such conditions there are a few ʻpsycho-
neurological headlineʼ issues to consider; 
 

 
1. Pre-defined targets & Cognitive dissonance: Targets, even if 

considered ʻGoodʼ, i.e. of benefit to the company, challenging yet achievable 
etc.; can fail to ʻmake senseʼ when they are constructed by someone or some 
method employees are not aware of, or do not understand. e.g. a Sales 
Director setting next years output requirements with the Opʼs director, relative 
to a forecast, constructed from a sales teamʼs input or from marketing 
predictions, under pressure to meet Stockholder expectations to allow those 
stockholders to remain ʻConfidentʼ, is a complex process the workforce 
typically cannot comprehend. It may make perfect sense in the board-room, 
where ʻthe systemʼ, chosen by the leaders, and ʻapproved ofʼ as ʻable to take 
responsibilityʼ & ʻfollow a formatʼ, requires a set of pre-determined boxʼs to be 
ticked, BUT, on the shop-floor, it may provoke the ʻpiss-up in a breweryʼ 
response referenced earlier in part 1.  

 
We might consider, at the time of initial writing, the reports of RBS bosses 
intending to pay £500Million in bonuses for achieving a £750Million loss. We 
have to acknowledge, numbers quoted in this way are rarely, if ever, factual, 
especially as presented by the media to ʻSellʼ (Acquire (D1), but such 
ʻrepresentations of factʼ impress upon employeeʼs and the public alike, a total 
disconnect from a reality which doesnʼt reward failure in any other sector. 
(Tatemae / Honne). 
 
In the same vein, we might consider the ʻMerlin projectʼ, requiring the square 
mile top 4 banks increase lending to SMEʼs (Small to medium enterprise) who 
constitute approx. 94% of GDP (gross domestic product).  
 
The ʻFactʼsʼ show the regulator has audited and the boxʼs are ticked – the 
data shows lending has increased. The Physical control mechanism is in 
place, the skills are trained, the process is established. Best Practice says 
this is ʻGoodʼ. 
 
However, the Emotional and Social complexity is ignored. The Government 
know the reported ʻfactʼsʼ are false. The SMEʼs know it isnʼt true! The banks 
arenʼt actually / practically lending to SMEʼs to help boost the UK economy. 
 
 
 
 

Kaizen: “On-Going 
‘Goodness’ / benefit, 
no one-person 
gaining at another’s 
expense.” 
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However, instead of insisting the banks report factually, the response was 
been to turn to the treasury to take on the risk. Result – no action, no change, 
only small improvements made due to individuals resolve to survive, 
regardless of the financial support ʻnotʼ on offer and all the boxʼs remain 
ʻtickedʼ. This is ʻbest-practiceʼ as weʼve defined it today. 
 
A CEO (or three) ʻdefendingʼ their organisation (D3) against ʻriskʼ or protecting 
(D3) their capacity to Acquire (Through Bonuses – (D1)), at the expense of 
balancing the other drives (to learn / to bond – with governments or society in 
this example), creates discomfort, doubt, cognitive dissonance, a lack of trust 
and increased stress in all corners of society. 
 
We look on incredulously, in disbelief, yet remain complicit, still using the 
banking system to control our money, via computer-based technology. With 
many unanswered questions, we remain part of the system we condone.  
 
Why?  
For our own ʻperceivedʼ (neurological / psychological) comfort and 
convenience! 

 
With the evolutionary and primal need to retain congruence in our worldview, 
any such ʻimmediate and emotional responseʼ, i.e. ʻIncredulous disbeliefʼ (at 
bonuses for creating losses), can also be ʻframedʼ as part of our expectations 
and thus be converted into ʻJust the way we do things around hereʼ (Comfort). 
 
We make assumptions (all bankers are corrupt anyway), distance ourselves 
(it doesnʼt really effect me) and ignore what appears to be irrelevant (what 
could I do anyway?).  
 
In this way, even things we know to be ʻBadʼ, quickly become the ʻbeliefʼ 
structure and ʻcultural normʼ at the coal-face. It makes no difference if it is at a 
societal level or across the shop-floor, (Forecasting / ERP based control etc.), 
we become numb to it all.  
 
Where we perceive ourselves to be ʻcontrolledʼ, we stop caring and stop 
ʻseekingʼ ways to improve – we learn to be helpless and inherit this 
helplessness across generations. (dogs and monkeys). 
 
These are the issues to address if ʻCulture Changeʼ, Empowerment, 
autonomy, engagement, responsibility or ownership are to have any 
substance in the world of organisational change for increased performance 
and profit.  
 
Question. How many CEOʼs, OPʼs Directors, COOʼs, lean change agents or 
HR directors are approving budgets to address the issues touched upon here, 
with their leadership teams today? 
 
Ans: Few if any at all, as all such ʻculture changeʼ budgets are addressing the 
same issues other best practice tools have historically addressed, because 
just like bankers bonusʼs, irrespective of benefit or damage, those approving 
the use of the budget will buy what they already expect to be the solution, 
because they read the same magazines and attend the same seminars used 
to promote the current approach for the benefit of those hosting and 
promoting the same. 
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“We are led (‘by example’) to the outcomes we deserve!” 
 
As soon as ʻleadersʼ (ʻmanagementʼ) are ʻjudgedʼ (ʻbelievedʼ) to be inadequate 
(incapable) of ʻsetting targetsʼ, ʻrulesʼ or ʻpolicyʼ that make any ʻsenseʼ, we 
have issues of de-motivation, complacency, collusion and self-fulfilling 
prophecies to be concerned with.  
 
Such opinions and conditions force a divide between groups (staff / managers 
/ Execʼs …. Public and political parties) and we often see ʻInternal cultural 
layersʼ and relative barriers formed, perpetuating communication difficulties 
across these layers (organisationally / nationally), just as Mehri describes in 
his paper. 
 
To pick an organisational example most can associate to, we might consider 
the damage caused when a clash of ʻbeliefsʼ occurs during ʻMerger & 
Acquisitionʼ activities. The Internet provides free access to reports and 
statistics confirming the immense risk ʻcultural alignmentʼ plays when 
combining separately evolved ʻsocio-technicalʼ entities. 
 
In all business activities, ignorance of these issues damages and undermines 
performance. 
 
This phenomenon might be considered akin to a social-scale version of 
Transactional Analysis (TA) often known as Parent-Adult-Child (PAC) – or 
perhaps Oyabun-Kobun? 
 
Such ʻSocio-Organisational TA©ʼ requires many of the same ʻbarrierʼ & 
ʻoverlapʼ issues are addressed in an organisation as are addressed when 
developing relationships between individuals. (Therapy / family / marriage 
guidance etc.) This is the other side of change ignored by the ʻProcess and 
Procedureʼ developments weʼve focused on for the last 40-100yrs. 
 
This may not come as a shock or revelation, after all, the organisational 
ʻcommon denominatorʼ, even in Japanese companies, is People, and 
fundamentally the human brain has the same major components, connected 
in roughly the same way regardless of nationality. 
 
Summary of 3.1: the adult mammalian brain, itʼs sensory interaction with the 
outside world & itʼs internal self-checking, predictive ʻimaginaryʼ interaction 
with itʼs past experience and potential future experience, leads to the choices 
we make and the beliefs we promote as individuals, companies, regions and 
nations. 
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2. Measures (KPI’s), Judgement  & negative emotions – Guilt: 

Where people feel ʻjudgedʼ by the targets that make little, if any sense to 
them, there are ʻself-conceptʼ issues to be considered. Low self-esteem, even 
if only minor, can cause significant emotional discomfort when we feel we are 
being ʻjudgedʼ as ʻGoodʼ or ʻBadʼ. This is especially the case where we feel 
the ʻJudgementʼ is unjust (because we canʼt make sense of the target setting 
mechanism used by others to judge us).  

 
“Weʼve set these targets, you should achieve them.”  
 
Should implies guilt – i.e. my way, as already decided, is the right way – if you 
donʼt do it this way (in budget, in time, to quality), you are wrong / bad. 
 
The use of the word ʻshouldʼ implies, “Iʼm right (as your superior), youʼre 
wrong (as a subordinate). This ʻattitudeʼ prevails across generations 
regardless of the psychologically de-motivating and organisational 
performance inhibiting conditions it creates. 
 
Where the perceptions of ʻJudgementʼ in relation to targets are negative, we 
can provoke various negative emotional responses; where people ʻfeel wrongʼ 
(bad) we can recognise reactions based in emotions of ʻGuiltʼ (people blame 
themselves). Where people are either more confident in themselves, or 
defend themselves with more aggression / simulated authority (in the 
absence of true confidence), we can recognise reactions that ʻprojectʼ fault 
onto others / or ʻThe Systemʼ (they Blame others or things).  
 
Either way, whether pointing fingers at themselves, others or things, people 
(at all levels of an organisaton) ʻBlameʼ, which requires a retrospective view, 
typically used to justify their personal perceptions of ʻGoodʼ.  
 
There is an internal commentary / script we read out to ourselves over and 
over again in our heads, “Iʼm such an idiot, what was I thinking, what a dope, 
they are going to think Iʼm such a numpty” etc. … (you know the script?). This 
ʻself-definition forming commentaryʼ (Iʼm not worthy) is what we 
subconsciously express outwardly if we ʻBlameʼ ourselves / make ourselves 
ʻwrongʼ / lack in confidence etc.  
 
This is emotionally painful, physically stressful and thus energy consuming. If 
we truly believe we have ʻmessed upʼ and will ʻget in troubleʼ (i.e. we are 
ʻguiltyʼ – we ʻShouldʼ have done … XYZ), then we will experience ʻone of two 
primary ʻFearsʼ established in childhood; 
 
The Fear of Failure and / or  
The Fear of Rejection. 
 
However, to remain ʻcongruentʼ in ourselves about ourselves, (it is only when 
we slip into depression that we truly make ourselves bad / wrong) we still 
blame other things to make ourselves ʻrightʼ. We have to, or our worlds fall 
apart / implode and we fall into depression. 
 
To avoid being ʻWrongʼ, (Failing or being rejected) we have a tendency to 
ʻBlameʼ (as another part of our defence mechanisms). When blaming others, 
might say “this is the way it is because of XXXX” …  “Theyʼ ʻShouldʼ have 
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designed it (the ʻthing / systemʼ) differently …. As soon as we include a “They 
should”, or “yeah but” into our sentences, we are blaming others, justifying 
our own attitudes, beliefs and behaviours and detaching ourselves from 
responsibility, in our neurologically energy protecting defences, which make 
sure we keep ourselves ʻrightʼ and make others wrong (protect our 
worldview). 

 
In all scenarioʼs, we are allocating ʻresponsibilityʼ away from self and onto 
others – ʻTheyʼ did it, said it, changed it, designed it, approved it, accepted it 
… whatever it is, we ʻBlameʼ to project responsibility; then, without any hint of 
understanding at this level of detail, talk about creating a ʻNo-Blame Cultureʼ. 

 
At work, it is our KPIʼs, Goals and Targets that are used to ʻproveʼ we 
are wrong, that we use to ʻBlameʼ, yet in no company Iʼve met to date have 
I seen change tackled at this level to remove blame such that full 
responsibility can be taken by those acting to achieve the outcomes. Where 
this does happen (if anywhere) Iʼm sure we would see ʻServant based 
leadershipʼ … and the ʻinverted pyramidʼ, an ld model showing how turning a 
hierarchy on itʼs head, puts all layers of management in a ʻsupportʼ position 
for those, now, above them (i.e. those closer to adding value through the 
conversion of Raw materials, Concepts or Orders to Finished goods, 
Launched products or Cash, respectively). 
 
People become pre-conditioned through fear based control mechanisms to 
ʻaccept the systemʼ, while they themselves (and their choices) are part of the 
system, just like the monkeys and the dogʼs. (Ask yourself this, Would the 
electric plate or ladders and bananas have done anything without the 
interaction of an adult mammalian life form? No! They are inert, the energy in 
any ʻSocio-technical systemʼ comes from the living element within it, human 
or other mammal in the examples weʼve used here). 
 
This capacity to defend ourselves with ʻblameʼ, seeʼs whole organisations of 
people become complicit in the use of ʻa systemʼ they identify as separate 
from themselves, incapable and inadequate. Failing to see they are part of 
the problem, people often outwardly complain about ʻthe systemʼ or ʻOthersʼ. 
(Perpetuating Blame and cultural negativity on a social rather than individual 
scale). 
 
The difference Mehri highlights in Japan, is that it is culturally unacceptable to 
ʻoutwardly complainʼ as this is another social taboo, which utilises ʻFearʼ as a 
control factor within a larger socio-technical ʻsystemʼ.  
 
This leads Westerners only briefly exposed to the Tatemae convinced that 
the Japanese people and especially those within Toyota, work in a ʻNo-
Blameʼ culture. The reality is that ʻHuman natureʼ pervades and undermines 
performance at a social level in every nation around the world; Japan 
included, equally, if not more so than within western cultures. 
 
Culture (i.e. the combinations of socially approved or condoned Values, 
Beliefs, Attitudes & Purpose) only changes the flavour of human nature, 
not the substance of it!  
 
Human nature (as neurologically / psychologically considered) sits behind 
these constituent parts of ʻOrganisational Cultureʼ. 
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The system is inert – The ʻsystemʼ as it is typically considered, can do 
ʻnothingʼ until ʻPeopleʼ design it, or interact with it, use it and / or rely on it.  
 
The System is Dynamic - People are part of ʻthe systemʼ! This realisation 
requires we ʻurgentlyʼ merge the mechanistic / deterministic and Cybernetic 
… (the ʻmachineʼ and the ʻpeopleʼ –  emotional and cognitive…) views of the 
world, if we are to break out of the current cultural jelly-mould of ʻbest-
practiceʼ and avoid the mistakes of the past. 

 
 

The System is Inert, 
The system is 

dynamic. 
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3. Performance – the impacts of Stress: Where we subconsciously 

perceive ʻCognitive dissonance & negative emotionsʼ (when, for example, we 
feel ʻout of controlʼ of ourselves / our P.E.S. conditions … perhaps when a 
ʻsystemʼ is perceived to have made our decisions for us, by setting ʻtargetsʼ 
that make no sense) stress levels are elevated on a ʻChronicʼ basis. 
 
Conditions which provoke the release of stressor hormones over long 
periods, (unjust measures, bullying, unspoken social rules etc.) can result in 
damage to the human cellular system leading to long term health issues, such 
as high blood pressure and even conditions like heart disease and ʻCancerʼ.  
 
This can happen as prolonged release of ʻStressor hormonesʼ can scar cells 
and neuronal tissues. Physically this can be the trigger for cancers forming. 
Neurologically it inhibits the production of BDNF (Brain Derived Neurotropic 
Factor) which is like ʻfertiliserʼ for the Neurogenesis process. 
 
Conclusion: Prolonged stress inhibits our capacity to adapt efficiently, both 
physiologically and intellectually. (We are inhibited in fighting disease and 
forming ʻnew knowledgeʼ, when chronically stressed by systemic judgements 
of our worth.) 
 
This is the ʻpsychological / neurologicalʼ ʻopposition to changeʼ we see inhibit 
and undermine ʻOrganisational Change programsʼ. When it comes to 
ʻChangeʼ involving humans, this is a DELAY waste on a granular / cellular and 
global scale!   
 
Given the conversion of short-term memory to long-term memory has been 
shown to take 10years and the neurogenesis ʻrateʼ of change is on average 
approx. 12% / month (based on bromodioxyuridine loading and optical 
layering of the Amygdala, Hippocampus and the Olfactory bulb (Gould 2008)) 
it is easy to see, that if we trigger an opposition to change when we first 
introduce anything ʻNewʼ, it can easily outlast the tenure of a consulting 
group, a CEO or the ʻinterested partyʼ (COO / HRD) in most organisations 
today. (Political parties included). 
 
These are a few of the reasons companies fail to engage employees, 
sustain Change, or affect what we might consider a ʻshiftʼ in the ʻCultureʼ of 
the company. 
 
Ignorant of these issues, It doesnʼt take long for leaders to create conditions 
in which people (peers or reports) learn to be helpless. Such conditions are 
relatively quickly accepted as normal (Frankl), as they conform to past 
experience from other companies and / or appeal to our ʻNegativity Biasʼ and 
ʻconfirmation biasʼ (part of our defence mechanisms which keep our 
worldview ʻcongruentʼ – from which we derive confidence) as well as ʻforceʼ 
acceptance where social / peer opinion confirms choice is removed. 
 
The limited view of ʻBest-practiceʼ, bereft of such psychological 
considerations is popularised throughout industry today following 40years 
promoting principles (like TPS) that fail to dig deep enough.  
 
This situation is now a global epidemic seeing political parties fail to address 
root cause issues, that they often perpetuate themselves. 
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Part 3 – Wrap up 
 
Systems are implemented to remove the complexity for certain people, in the act of 
ʻcontrollingʼ other people (fear / hierarchical power). The ʻpopular approachʼ to 
Organisational development and change (Lean, Six Sigma and all ʻtoolsʼ and 
ʻstrategyʼ based approaches) wholly fail to recognise the inhibiting effects our search 
for personal convenience and reward has on organisational, social & cultural 
performance.  
 
In our all-consuming focus on efficiency and compliance, we design technologically 
advanced and logical systems to ʻTake controlʼ …. to gain controlʼ of conditions that 
are beyond our individual cognitive capacity. For those being controlled, this 
generates conditions, which confirm an external locus of control – they are blamed.  
 
We fail to acknowledge that ʻeffectivenessʼ and improved human performance 
through engagement is achieved when we ʻgive control to gain controlʼ (generate 
conditions which confirm an internal locus of control – responsibility, honesty, respect 
and trust).  
 
We fail to acknowledge high performing organisations ʻFind the Balanceʼ between 
give and take, compliance and commitment and Lawrence and Nohriaʼs 4 drives 
across all functions equally. 
 
In failing to acknowledge the complexity of organisational performance we 
inadvertently and subconsciously undermine ʻhumanʼ performance and the aspects 
of organisational performance reliant on humans – innovation, adaptability, 
engagement, ownership, culture, sustainability and all the other ʻsubjectsʼ rapidly 
becoming the latest ʻbuzzwordsʼ in corporate boardrooms. 
 
These are the aspects of ʻorganisational effectivenessʼ, which, when developed well, 
keep groups of people in an emotionally mature and positive relationship with 
systems, responsive to ever-changing markets and ahead of the competition, while 
remaining conscious of their impact on the planet. 
 
Itʼs not so much that our ʻsystemsʼ stop us thinking, but our reliance on systems, 
which stops us thinking. Where the ʻsystemʼ is perceived to be ʻresponsibleʼ, people 
stop taking responsibility for outcomes.  
 
The major problem is that our control systems are designed with a narrow view (at 
best) of ʻwhat worksʼ for the ʻPeople processʼ (Human Factors). 
 
When we stop thinking, stop challenging, stop improving (seeking); we adapt to 
convince ourselves we are comfortable with whatever we are exposed to. Consider 
Gangs, Drug abuse, Abusive relationships, 3rd generation unemployed social 
security, politics, outsourcing, assessment centre based recruitment, banking 
bonuses, Keynesian economics…..They all exist as different sub-systems, within the 
system we also exist within.  
 
Instead of challenging the system from outside of its boundaries, we accept the 
effects of the system as ʻrightʼ … good enough … comfortable … and fail to 
challenge or change root cause that often exists outside of the boundary. 
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Where we become socially comfortable with this current approach and worldview, 
where it is automatically inherited as ʻGoodʼ (the cultural norm) we neurologically and 
psychologically find ourselves biased and pre-conditioned to ʻdefendʼ the current 
conditions weʼve made sense of – we defend what we have been historically 
exposed to / rewarded by, even where the ʻknowledge of rewardʼ isnʼt relative to our 
own experience  (like the monkeys).  
 
In these conditions, people in leadership positions go to great lengths to justify why 
their way is ʻgoodʼ, without knowing intuitively / experientially if it is indeed ʻgoodʼ (as 
in the true ʻspirit of Kaizen – good for all, no one-person gaining at anotherʼs 
expense).  
 
Their neural nets are wired based on inherited opinions and assumptions of ʻgoodʼ 
but, Iʼll say again, the definition of ʻGoodʼ is rarely considered in adequate depth and 
detail. 
 
A good example to demonstrate this comes from the Medical world. 
 
 
Ignaz Semmelweiss – Germ Theory 
 
Ignaz Semmelweiss, (Born 1/7/1818) was the 
originator of Germ theory – He spent many 
years trying to understand the cause of child-bed 
(puerperal) fever, the cause of a 3 in 10 mortality 
rate in mothers following childbirth in Vienna 
general hospital. He went from the corpses of the 
recently departed to study them, to the maternity 
ward, and back again, desperately seeking the 
ʻWhy and Howʼ.  
 
Eventually exhausted and desperate from fatigue 
he took on a 6 month project in a different hospital, 
returning to find the mortality rate had dropped 
significantly –  this discovery triggered the thought 
that something may be ʻinfectingʼ the maternity ward, from the Mortuary.  
 
 
He immediately instigated a hand wash lime solution for all doctors and nurses 
travelling between departments. The mortality rate quickly fell to 1 in 50.  
 
Despite being recorded in medical journals at the time, the general medical society 
didnʼt recognise his ʻGerm theoryʼ for over a 100years. 
 
Before his death  (13/8/1865) He said “God knows how many young women have 
gone to their deaths prematurely at my hand”.  
 
Semmelweiss knew who was dying, where they were dying and what was seen to be 
the cause – fever! It took a new way of thinking in first himself and then the medical 
fraternity at large to make any significant change and provide us the start of an 
approach to medicine we take for granted today. 
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I suggest that we are in a similar position today in the world of organisational change. 
The political, socio-technical change required, to address root cause, is a global 
change in belief about what works and what doesnʼt in respect to humans in 
relationship with each other and [control] ʻsystemsʼ. 

Outcomes 
Today, leaders fail to question themselves or consider the outcomes achieved in 
respect to their own actions, beliefs and comfort zones, often leading to immense 
frustration for themselves and those around them, poor organisational performance 
and reduced tenures in post. 
 
In politics, we see this more explicitly than anywhere else. Each ʻpartyʼ belief is 
defended regardless of the social impacts of policy over time. Leaders become so 
confident in themselves they start to take actions devoid of any sense of morality and 
/ or start to act outside of the law. Having affairs / using the system to put taxpayers 
money into their own accounts, taking payment in the form of funds to benefit 
industry leaders with interests in a change to state owned organisations etc. 
 
 
It takes an election to admonish old beliefs and trial the beliefs of a new party on 
society.  
 
We might consider this unacceptable, but we often donʼt have even this level of 
democracy available to the employees of companies and organisations!  
 
This leads to bankers perpetuating a bonus scheme only they agree is appropriate – 
because it is only they who benefit while the masses look on bewildered and 
incredulous. 
 
It leads to a world, which has become comfortable; accepting with little challenge 
some totally incompetent ʻprocessʼ based outcomes….  
 
E.G. 
ʻStandard and Poorʼ 
 
Advertise with words like this 	  
“We provide analysts, who bring the highest standards of integrity, objectivity 
and rigor to their work” 
	  
While actually achieving this	  
“S&P’s Analysis Was Flawed by $2 Trillion Error, Treasury Says	  
	  
Or this	  
S&P gave Lehman Brothers a triple-A rating just days before it collapsed 
	  
 
The same kind of detachment from reality, that allows a ʻgoodʼ marketing message to 
belie the realities of ignorance, exists in many corporations today. In Old language, 
such advertising is outright ʻlyingʼ … but our standards have fallen so far, this is now 
acceptable without question. 
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In defence of our ʻperceived comfortʼ (often at a national and international level) we 
culturally and psychologically perpetuate conditions, which allow such negligence 
and dereliction of duty to be ignored, and thus continue. 
 
When falling into this cultural ʻRutʼ, many ʻBest-practiceʼ actions in our places of work, 
markets and sectors, popularised and currently considered ʻgoodʼ, actually 
undermine organisational, national and global performance.  
 
Considering the brief insight into psychology in the points above, we hope you can 
see the current approach is now culturally habituated having been perpetuated 
across generations.  
 
This is a big problem that MUST be addressed. 
 
 
“It is not from the benevolence of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker, that 
we expect our dinner, but from their regard to their own interest.” 

 
Adam Smith 1780 

 
 
 
 
If you want your organisation to move beyond the standards set by an evolving past, 
contact David for leadership development and organisational assessment / 
organisational development support on drbovis@duxinaroe.com or on 07793276015. 
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ADDENDUM 
 

Toyota’s - 14 management principles 
 
1. Base your management decisions on a long term philosophy, even at the expense of 

short term financial goals.   
2. Create continuous process flow to bring problems to the surface.   
3. Use “pull” systems to avoid overproduction.   
4. Level out workload (heijunka).   
5. Build a culture of stopping to fix problems, to get quality right the first time.   
6. Standardized tasks are the foundation for continuous improvement and employee 

empowerment   
7. Use visual control so no problems are hidden.   
8. Use only reliable thoroughly tested technology that serves your people and processes.   
9. Grow leaders who thoroughly understand the work, live the philosophy, and teach it to 

others   
10. Develop exceptional people and teams who follow your companyʼs philosophy   
11. Respect you extended network of partners and suppliers by challenging them improve.   
12. Go and see for yourself to thoroughly understand the situation.   
13. Make decisions slowly by consensus, thoroughly considering all options; implement 

decisions rapidly   
14. Become a learning organization through relentless reflection (hansei) and continuous 

improvement (kaizen)   
 

Relative to The Toyota Way 
 
1. Long Term Philosophy - Principle 1   
2. Right process = right results - Principles 2-8   
3. Add value by developing your people and partners - Principles 9-11   
4. Continuously solve root cause Problems - Principles 12-14   
 
_______________________________ 
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Other References. 
• Individuals	  go	  through	  a	  reaction	  process	  when	  they	  are	  personally	  confronted	  with	  major	  

organisational	  change	  (Jacobs,	  1995;	  Kyle,	  1993).	  	   
• According	  to	  Scott	  and	  Jaffe	  (1988)	  this	  process	  consists	  of	  four	  phases:	  initial	  denial,	  resistance,	  

gradual	  exploration,	  and	  eventual	  commitment.	  	   
• Unconscious	  processes	  arise	  as	  individuals	  respond	  to	  the	  threats	  of	  change	  (Halton,	  1994;	  O’Connor,	  

1993).	  	   
• Individuals	  unconsciously	  use	  well-‐developed	  and	  habitual	  defence	  mechanisms	  to	  protect	  

themselves	  from	  change	  and	  from	  the	  feelings	  of	  anxiety	  change	  causes	  (Oldham	  and	  Kleiner,	  
1990;	  de	  Board,	  1978).	  	   

• These	  defences	  can	  sometimes	  obstruct	  and	  hinder	  an	  individual	  from	  adapting	  to	  change	  (Halton,	  
1994).	   

• Resistance	  is	  a	  natural	  part	  of	  the	  change	  process	  and	  is	  to	  be	  expected	  (Coghlan,	  1993;	  Steinburg,	  
1992;	  Zaltman	  and	  Duncan,	  1977).	  	   

• Resistance	  occurs	  because	  change	  involves	  going	  from	  the	  known	  to	  the	  unknown	  (Coghlan,	  1993;	  
Steinburg,	  1992;	  Myers	  and	  Robbins,	  1991;	  Nadler,	  1981).	  	   

• Typically,	  individuals	  seek	  a	  comfortable	  level	  of	  arousal	  and	  stimulation	  and	  try	  to	  maintain	  that	  state	  
(Nadler,	  1981;	  Zaltman	  and	  Duncan,	  1977).	  	   

• Individuals	  differ	  in	  terms	  of	  their	  ability	  and	  willingness	  to	  adapt	  to	  organisational	  change	  (Darling,	  
1993).	  This	  is	  because	  individuals	  experience	  change	  in	  different	  ways	  (Carnall,	  1986).	   

• Some	  people	  tend	  to	  move	  through	  the	  change	  process	  rather	  quickly,	  while	  others	  may	  become	  
stuck	  or	  experience	  multiple	  transitions	  (Scott	  and	  Jaffe,	  1988).	   

• The	  failure	  of	  many	  large-‐scale	  corporate	  change	  programs	  can	  be	  traced	  directly	  to	  employee	  
resistance	  (Maurer,	  1997;	  Spiker	  and	  Lesser,	  1995;	  Regar	  et	  al.,	  1994;	  Martin,	  1975).	  	   

• A	  longitudinal	  study	  conducted	  by	  Waldersee	  and	  Griffiths	  (1997)	  of	  500	  large	  Australian	  
organisations	  during	  1993	  and	  1996	  revealed	  that	  employee	  resistance	  was	  the	  most	  frequently	  
cited	  implementation	  problem	  encountered	  by	  management	  when	  introducing	  change.	  	   

• Over	  half	  the	  organisations	  surveyed	  experienced	  employee	  resistance.	  These	  findings	  raise	  questions	  
about	  how	  effectively	  the	  resistance	  phase	  is	  managed	  when	  implementing	  change.	   

•	  	  Managing	  employee	  resistance	  is	  a	  major	  challenge	  for	  the	  initiators	  of	  change,	  and	  according	  to	  
O’Connor	  (1993)	  outweighs	  any	  other	  aspect	  of	  the	  change	  process.	  
	  
• Over	  60%	  of	  change	  efforts	  fail	  

-‐	  McKinsey	  Quarterly	  2006	  &	  2008	  
• Change	  initiatives	  fail	  70%	  of	  the	  time	  	  

-‐	  Miller	  2002	  
• 64%	  failure	  rate	  in	  municipal	  public	  service	  programs	  	  

-‐	  Yin	  1978	  
• Major	  corporate	  investments	  are	  abandoned	  within	  six	  months,	  80	  per	  cent	  of	  the	  time	  	  

-‐	  Gartner	  Group	  2002	  
• 75%	  of	  change	  efforts	  fail	  completely	  or	  threaten	  the	  survival	  of	  the	  company	  when	  neglecting	  culture	  	  

-‐	  Cameron	  &	  Quinn	  1999	  
• Most	  change	  programs	  fail,	  but	  the	  odds	  of	  success	  can	  be	  greatly	  improved	  by	  taking	  into	  account	  

counterintuitive	  insights	  about	  how	  employees	  interpret	  their	  environment	  and	  choose	  to	  act	  	  
	   -‐	  McKinsey	  'The	  irrational	  side	  of	  management'	  2009	  

• "83%	  of	  all	  mergers	  and	  acquisitions	  (M&A’s)	  failed	  to	  produce	  any	  benefit	  for	  the	  shareholders	  and	  
over	  half	  actually	  destroyed	  value"	  	  
	   -‐	  KPMG	  1999	  

• Interviews	  of	  over	  100	  senior	  executives	  involved	  in	  700	  deals	  over	  a	  two-‐year	  period	  revealed	  that	  
the	  overwhelming	  cause	  for	  failure	  "is	  the	  people	  and	  the	  cultural	  differences".	  
	   -‐	  KPMG	  1999	  

• Experts	  say	  that	  organisational	  culture	  is	  formed	  from	  between	  80%	  and	  90%	  of	  employee	  behaviour,	  
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determined	  by	  the	  way	  leaders	  address	  ...	  what	  the	  organisation	  attends	  to,	  measures,	  rewards	  
and	  controls;	  critical	  incidents	  and	  the	  approach	  to	  role	  modelling	  and	  coaching	  actions.	  
	   -‐	  Human	  Capital	  Institute	  &	  Towers	  Perrin	  joint	  white	  paper	  2007	  
	  

• The	  greatest	  barrier	  to	  successful	  integration	  is	  cultural	  incompatibility.	  Undervaluing	  or	  ignoring	  the	  
human	  dynamics	  related	  to	  an	  M&A	  transaction	  can	  prompt	  the	  departure	  of	  key	  talent…	  
among	  the	  assets	  that	  made	  the	  acquisition	  attractive…	  
	   -‐	  Author	  of	  ‘Done	  Deal’	  Beth	  Page	  2006	  

• Post-‐M&A	  organisational	  cultural	  change	  is	  a	  traumatic	  experience	  for	  organisational	  members.	  It	  
generates	  resistance	  and	  contributes	  to	  M&A	  failure.	  	  
	   -‐	  Manchester	  Business	  School	  2007	  	  

	  
• A	  study	  of	  100	  companies	  with	  failed	  or	  troubled	  mergers,	  85%	  of	  the	  executives	  polled	  said	  that	  

differences	  in	  management	  style	  and	  practices	  were	  the	  major	  problem.	  
	   -‐	  Coopers	  &	  Lybrand	  1992	  
	  

• Surveyed	  executives	  involved	  in	  a	  number	  of	  acquisitions	  concluded,	  "The	  major	  factor	  in	  failure	  was	  
the	  underestimation	  of	  difficulties	  of	  merging	  two	  cultures”.	  
	   -‐	  British	  Institute	  of	  Management	  1996	  
	  

• Kotter	  and	  Heskett's	  landmark	  study,	  ‘Corporate	  Culture	  and	  Performance,’	  documents	  results	  for	  207	  
large	  U.S.	  companies	  in	  22	  different	  industries	  over	  an	  eleven-‐year	  period.	  Kotter	  and	  Heskett	  
reported	  that	  companies	  that	  managed	  their	  cultures	  well	  saw	  revenue	  increases	  of	  682%	  
versus	  166%	  for	  the	  companies	  that	  did	  not	  manage	  their	  cultures	  well;	  stock	  price	  increases	  of	  
901%	  versus	  74%;	  and	  net	  income	  increases	  of	  756%	  versus	  1%	  
	  

• Denison's	  research	  of	  34	  large	  American	  firms,	  one	  of	  the	  most	  frequently	  cited	  studies	  of	  culture	  &	  
performance,	  found	  that	  companies	  with	  a	  participative	  culture	  reap	  a	  ROI	  that	  averages	  nearly	  
twice	  as	  high	  as	  those	  in	  firms	  with	  less	  efficient	  cultures.	  Denison's	  study	  provides	  hard	  
evidence	  that	  the	  cultural	  and	  behavioural	  aspect	  of	  organisations	  are	  intimately	  linked	  to	  both	  
short-‐term	  and	  long-‐term	  survival	  
	  

• The	  top	  five	  performing	  stocks	  from	  1972	  to	  1992	  witnessed	  growth	  from	  15,689%	  to	  21,775%.	  Yet	  
during	  this	  period,	  these	  industries	  as	  a	  whole	  performed	  very	  poorly.	  These	  five	  firms	  cite	  their	  
sustained	  advantage	  did	  not	  rely	  on	  technology,	  patents,	  or	  strategic	  proposition,	  but	  rather	  on	  
how	  they	  managed	  their	  workforce	  
	  

• According	  to	  Pfeffer's	  research,	  companies	  that	  manage	  people	  right	  will	  outperform	  companies	  that	  
don't	  by	  30%	  to	  40%	  
	  

• The	  Corporate	  leadership	  council	  reported	  in	  2006	  that	  engaged	  organisations	  grew	  profits	  as	  much	  
as	  three	  times	  faster	  than	  their	  competitors.	  Highly	  engaged	  organisations	  reduced	  staff	  
turnover	  by	  87%	  and	  improved	  performance	  by	  20%	  
	  

• Companies	  in	  the	  'Best	  companies	  to	  work	  for'	  table	  in	  the	  period	  04-‐08	  increased	  T/O	  by	  94%	  &	  
profits	  by	  315%	  

	  
• From	  the	  2009	  Report	  to	  Government	  on	  Employee	  Engagement	  by	  David	  McLeod	  &	  Nita	  Clarke:	  

 "Those	  Companies	  with	  a	  highly	  engaged	  workforce	  improved	  operating	  income	  by	  19.2%	  over	  a	  
period	  of	  12	  months,	  whilst	  those	  companies	  with	  low	  engagement	  scores	  saw	  operating	  income	  
decline	  by	  32.7%	  over	  the	  same	  period”	  
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"Over	  a	  12month	  period,	  those	  companies	  with	  high	  engagement	  scores	  demonstrated	  a	  13.7%	  
improvement	  in	  net	  income	  growth	  whilst	  those	  with	  low	  engagement	  saw	  net	  income	  growth	  
decline	  by	  3.8%"	  
	  
The	  Chartered	  Management	  institute	  'Quality	  of	  Working	  Life	  2007	  Research	  Programme'	  found	  
a	  significant	  association	  and	  influence	  between	  employee	  engagement	  and	  innovation	  
	  
A	  2009	  Watson	  Wyatt	  study	  of	  115	  companies	  indicated	  that	  a	  company	  with	  highly	  engaged	  
employees	  achieves	  a	  financial	  performance	  four	  times	  greater	  than	  companies	  with	  poor	  
engagement	  
	  
They	  also	  reported	  that	  the	  highly	  engaged	  are	  more	  than	  twice	  as	  likely	  to	  be	  top	  performers	  -‐	  
almost	  60%	  of	  them	  exceed	  or	  far	  exceed	  expectations	  for	  performance	  
	  
Moreover	  the	  highly-‐engaged	  missed	  43%	  fewer	  days	  of	  work	  due	  to	  illness.	  
	  
__________________________	  
	  
	  

Today	  –	  we	  can	  explain	  all	  of	  these	  statistics	  with	  the	  depth	  and	  Rigour	  
required	  allowing	  us,	  as	  leaders,	  to	  know	  how	  we	  have	  to	  be	  and	  what	  we	  
have	  to	  do	  to	  improve	  them.	  There	  are	  no	  more	  excuses,	  no	  ‘system’	  to	  
blame	  –	  with	  the	  recent	  advances	  in	  neuroscience	  and	  psychology	  we	  
have	  the	  knowledge	  and	  therefore	  the	  choice	  to	  change	  –	  will	  you?	  

 

	  


